MRS. PETERSON’S MUSIC Guide
To be used during lessons or for fun!
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On your favorite music
streaming app- listen to a
station that promotes focus
while you are working!
(Music for reading, studying
or meditating)

Make an instrument
using things around
the house.
Video a performance!

Make a family
workout with some
of your favorite
songs!

Write a rap about your
time at home. Make
sure to have a chorus
that repeats. The
chorus can have a
melody! Teach it to
your family and make a
video.

Do you have an instrument
you 're studying this year?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Take some time to practice
and then step outside your
door and play for your
neighbors!

Hand Jive &
Macarena!
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Listen to this exciting piece
of musicWilliam Tell OvertureFinale
Come up with a dance/ mvt
performance

Commercials love to use
songs from pop culture.

Sing:

”This little light of Mine”
Challenge!

the Alphabet Song a nd
Twinkle,Twinkle…
What do you notice
about the 2 melodies?
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Speak and clap the
names of you and
your family.
Do a roll call!

Try to figure out from
which decade they came
from. Mom and dad can
help!

Make a video of you and
your family singing this
song in a creative way!
You can even write new
verses! shine your Light!!

Create a rhythmic pattern
using the notes we learned
in class..

Beans, Taco, Eggs,
Guacamole!

Kidzbop Shuffle
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PLAYLIST~SPOTIFY
Check out this
playlist/ Move to the
beat. (dance, march,
jump, walk)

Freeze Dance to your
favorite songs...mom
and dad can work the
pause button.

#NA BULLDOG

Can Can

Get your family
to
dance along!

Percussion play along!
Fun for the whole
family!
Improvise on the
instrumentation…..

Musical Magic

Now become the
Conductor!
“In the Hall of the
Mountain King,”
How did your movements
change as the music
changed?

Video a performance!
Listen to the changes in
Dynamics, tempo and
instrumentation in this
song
Draw a picture….->
In the Hall of the Mountain
King

Make a setlist of songs and
practice finding the
steady beat using these
dance patterns.
Try~ Slow-mo, steady and
double time.

Rhythm Clapping 1
Rhythm Clapping 2

See how many songs
you can listen to/sing
while walking a
mile…
#NA BULLDOG!

